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IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM OR OPPORTUNITY
A small group, or even individuals (e.g., cyberterrorists, insiders), can compromise millions of computers
and use them to evoke catastrophic damages to our national security and society. The most dangerous types
of threats are those launched by a malicious insider who could be a current employee, a contractor, or a
collaborator who has or had privileges to access networks, computing systems, or data. To date, there are
no well-established methodologies that can be applied to prevent information leaks, stealing of intellectual
properties, espionage, or sabotage. In this white paper, we describe AVIRTEK approach to detect and
protect against insider threats.
Development Approach
In our development of the ITDP system, we will leverage our successful prototype that was developed to
the US Army NETCOM to integrate biometrics (e.g., Keyboard and Mouse usage patterns) with user cyber
activities (e.g., CPU and memory usage patterns, file and network access patterns, web sites, etc.) in order
to identify proactively malicious insider threats rather than being reactive.
Figure 1 illustrates the main modules used to implement the ITDP architecture. The monitoring tools that
have been developed by AVIRTEK and our partner Plurilock will collect user cyber and user related
biometrics that will be used collectively to generate an innovative data structure that we refer to as UserCyber Footprint (UCF). We have successfully demonstrated in our previous research projects that UCF can
accurately characterize the normal cyber operations of any user. The UCF will be then used by the UCF
based anomaly behavior analysis module to detect any malicious operations performed by any malicious
insider. Once the UCF based analyzer detects malicious insider activities, it will generate an alert that will
be handled by the Intelligent Security Assistant (ISA) module. The ISA module utilizes Artificial
Intelligence and recommender system techniques to assist administrator and security analyst to understand
the decision process that is used to generate the recommended actions to stop or mitigate the impact of
detected malicious insider operations.
In what follows, we describe our approach to implement the main ITDP modules.
Feature Selection for User Cyber and Bio Metrics Module
In this module, we will use AVIRTEK Security Information and Event Management (SEIM) tools and the
Biotracker to collect the required cyber and bio metrics that can accurately characterize the normal behavior
of any user.
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Figure 1: ITDP main modules
We use information-theoretic feature selection approach to identify the most relevant features that must
be used to generate the UCF data structure. In this task, will use Mutual information (MI) to achieve this
task. The MI between two random variables is a non-negative value, which measures the dependency
between the variables (i.e., the variables that depend most on determining if there is a malicious activity
taking place). It is equal to zero if and only if two random variables are independent, and higher values
imply there is a higher dependency between the variables. MI is formally defined by

Figure 2 shows how the cyber metrics (CPU, Memory and File usage patterns) can be used to distinguish
between user 1 and user 2. Figure 3 show how the biometrics can accurately distinguish between genuine
user (left figure and malicious user (right figure)
Generating User-Cyber Footprint (UCF) Module
Avirtek has developed innovative data structures to accurately represent the behavior of users, applications,
and resources that we refer to as User-Cyber Footprint (UCF), Application-Cyber Footprint (ACF), and
Resource-Cyber Footprint, respectively.
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Figure 2: Cyber metrics for two users.

Figure 3: Bio metrics associated with user keyboard and mouse usage
patterns
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Figure 3: Bio metrics associated with user keyboard and mouse usage patterns

Figure 4: User Cyber Footprint (UCF)

Figure 4 shows the components that can be used to build the User-Cyber Footprint data structure that can
be used as the basis to characterize the normal user behaviors and consequently it can be used to detect
any anomalous behavior triggered by a user whether it is intentionally malicious, accident or a mistake.
UCF based Anomaly Behavior Analysis Module
We have developed an Anomaly Behavior Analysis (ABA) methodology that is based on machine
learning and data analytics as shown in Figure 5. The ABA methodology has successfully been applied to
analyze the behavior of different network protocols (IP, TCP, UDP), wireless networks, HTTP, DNS, and
applications. For example, Figure 6 shows the results of applying machine learning pipeline to
differentiate between two users (normal behavior user (self behavior) and malicious user (non-self
behavior) or abnormal user activities.
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Intelligent Security Assistant (ISA) Module
The ISA system can be viewed as a recommender system helping security analysts and system
administrators in understanding the decision process to generate the insider threat alerts and the logic used
for the recommended actions. The common types of recommender systems are: Collaborative Filtering,
Content-based, Knowledge Base and Hybrid. Recommender Systems are used by Amazon, Netflix, IBM ,
YouTube, E-Learning, just to name a few.
The ISA module to be developed in this task is shown in Figure 1 and it is based on content-based approach.
The ISA will be trained to assist in the decision of: (1) hypothesis generation, (2) evidence analysis and
scoring (3) making predictions and recommendations.
Our approach to implement a cognitive ISA is based on machine learning and cognitive computing
architecture techniques. We will consider using Jupyter Notebooks an iteration of iPython notebooks in
combination with Pandas, Scikit, Caffe and TensorFlow as our machine learning environment to develop
the capabilities to be supported by ISA module.

Figure 5: Machine learning pipeline
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Figure 6: Anomaly score values from the isolation forest
for two different users (Red represents normal user and
blue represents malicious insider
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